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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS 

“I was arrested for "alleged" domestic violence against a former spouse. I 

found out about Mr. Murillo by reading reviews on this very same website. 

After I did my own research about "seal and destroy" arrest records I 

found it to be more advantageous to hire an attorney. Mr. Murillo was 

prompt to answer my phone calls, quick to call me/email me back. I was 

very surprised by his customer service. Mr. Murillo advised me of my 

chances of getting this to go through. He walked me through all the steps 

and made me feel I was not only his client but his friend. Awesome 

experience even if I was denied. The Sheriff’s department denied my 

request, (which Mr. Murillo advised it might happen). So we went to court 

and "WON"!!!!!! I can only say positive things about Mr. Murillo. HIRE 

HIM!!! And NO I'm not getting anything from saying that, only satisfaction 

to recommend him to others. Awesome job Matthew, and thank you for 

treating me like the law abiding citizen that I am.”                              -B.Y.	

………………………………………………………………………. 

“I am very pleased with the level of service I received. He returned all my 

calls in a timely manner and explained things to me in a way I understood. 

He showed up to all my court dates as originally agreed upon and I felt his 

representation was extremely helpful.”																																																-		J.B 

………………………………………………………………………. 

“Mr. Murillo was very informative. I was very surprised on how 

knowledgeable he was in representing in my case, very savvy to. I was 

limited on what my rights and him informing me made me more at ease. It 
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is with great pleasure I recommend him to anyone his services. Thank you 

Mr. Murillo.” 																																																																																							-	A.H.

………………………………………………………………………. 

“Matthew was amazing, absolutely amazing. From the second you start 

talking to him, the stress and uncertainty start to fade. He tells you 

everything you need to know and lays out everything from best case 

scenario to worst, including the most probable. Even after he was 

technically done and all paid up (which his costs are SO WORTH IT), he 

continued to fight for me, even when I had accepted the fate handed to me. 

I cannot recommend his services as a DUI attorney enough. That said, I 

hope I never need his services again. But, if one of my family members 

makes a mistake, you bet I'm going to tell them to go straight to him.”   

–J.Y.

………………………………………………………………………. 

“Mr. Murillo was extremely knowledgeable with regards to my case, he 

was thorough and kept me well informed throughout the entire process. 

He was not only knowledgeable but was able to produce favorable results 

early on during the pre-trial phase.  Although I hope I will never need his 

services again, I'll be glad to have him in my corner if I ever do.”         –W.R.

………………………………………………………………………. 

“Excellent legal advice, prompt communication response and overall a 

great lawyer to hire I truly thanked him for his assistance with my legal 

matters. Strongly recommended!”                                                                   –E.G.

……………………………………………………………………….	
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ATTORNEY INTRODUCTION 

At Griffin | A Professional Law Corp., we handle a variety 

of legal matters, including Business Law, Criminal/DUI Defense, Family Law and Estate Planning because we enjoys helping individuals, families, and business owners achieve peace of mind by developing and implementing creative, cost-effective, customized representation tailored to suit each client. As the son of small-business owner parents and a small-business owner himself, Attorney Murillo knows many of the issues faced by small-businesses first-hand. He is a Criminal/DUI Defense attorney, because he personally knows the toll those matters take on the immediate family of someone accused of committing a criminal offense as well as the person accused.  In the area of Criminal/DUI Defense, he helps people pick up the pieces to a forgettable incident and get back on track. His representation has been sought after for a wide variety of criminal allegations, which include the most frequently cited charge in California – DUI.  
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Attorney Murillo treats all clients like family, protecting their interests as his own, and making sound recommendations to help accomplish their goals. To stay in-tune with the latest trends and developments in these areas, he has become an active member in numerous organizations that provide quality, on-going training. He is an active member of the California DUI Lawyers Association, National College for DUI Defense, Inc., and the California Attorneys For Criminal Justice in order to stay in tune with all changes in law and further hone his skills as a litigation attorney for the area of Criminal & DUI Defense. He has been recognized as a “Top 40 Under 40” California Criminal Defense Attorney by the National Trial Lawyers Association (2014). These organizations, along with attending seminars taught by nationally recognized leaders, keep Matthew on the leading edge of the newest ideas and approaches in business, estate planning and criminal/DUI defense. Attorney Murillo believes that effective representation is critical to the financial, physical and emotional well-being of his clients and is grateful for the opportunity to be involved in protecting their legacy. 
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THE CRIMINAL LAW PROCESS IN CALIFORNIA The most typical charge someone is arrested for inCalifornia is a DUI. DUI is makes up about 70 or 80% of the cases I have handled, as a result of how common the charge is.  That said, my office handles anything from smaller crimes like petty theft, public intoxication, driving without a license, some of the more mid-level offenses like a DUI, domestic violence, battery charges, and some of the serious offenses like some 3 strikes cases.  My office handles assault cases, assault with a deadly weapon, grand theft burglary robbery check fraud, pretty much a broad verity matters, in addition to dealing with the other post-conviction issues like expungements, probation termination, motions to reduce a felony to a misdemeanor, “Prop 47” motions, etc. 
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DRUG	RELATED	OFFENSES	ARE	VERY	COMMON	IN	THE	STATE	OF
CALIFORNIA	I handle various types of drug offenses, not just the standard “under the influence of a controlled substance” charge. My office handles transport charges also.  Many times, these charges involve prescription drugs. 
DUI	IS	TECHNICALLY	A	TRAFFIC	OFFENSE	AS	IT	IS	LISTED	IN	THE
VEHICLE	CODE	AND	NOT	THE	PENAL	CODE	In my opinion, it probably has more to do with the propaganda that’s behind it.  But a DUI is listed under the vehicle code, rather than under the penal code so technically it is a traffic offense. That said, it is considered a misdemeanor if there are no enhancements or injuries (resulting from an accident), otherwise it’s considered a felony. 
THE	DIFFERENCE	BETWEEN	FELONY	AND	MISDEMEANOR	CHARGES
IN	CALIFORNIA	California has 3 levels of offenses, the lowest is an infraction, which is basically just a fine and you move on. It’s likely to be a seatbelt violation or a speeding ticket.  Misdemeanors are California’s mid-level offenses.  They usually involve 
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some sort of probation, as well as a fine, and some sort of imprisonment. It can be jail time, it can be community service but generally, with misdemeanors, the maximum punishment allowable is up to 364 days.  With felonies, the minimum mandatory sentence is at least a year most felonies depending on the offense have sentencing range of anywhere from 16 months to 3 years in state prison. Some, obviously, will be a lot more, but that’s usually the main difference - how much jail time you can be sentenced to. 
COMMON CRIMES THAT PEOPLE ARE 

GENERALLY UNAWARE OF IN CALIFORNIA Low BAC DUI’s or drug related DUI’s are, by far, the mostcommonly misunderstood offenses. When discussing alcohol related DUIs, many people think that if they blew a .04%, a .05%, or a .06% that they can’t be arrested for DUI. Unfortunately, that’s not the case.  There is a specific section in the vehicle code that doesn’t require a specific BAC level. It just requires (1) impairment (2) due to alcohol/drugs and (3) at the time of driving.
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PEOPLE	ARRESTED	ON	PRESCRIPTION	DRUG	RELATED	DUI
CHARGES	ASSUME	THE	PRESCRIPTION	IS	AN	AUTOMATIC	DEFENSE	As far as drugs go, people also tend to be surprised that they could be arrested for DUI, if they have only consumed a prescription drug. Many individuals, when they come in, assume that if they have a prescription for a drug and they are arrested for DUI, then that prescription turns into an automatic defense. That’s not necessarily the case. It does help, but having a prescription for a drug isn’t going to cause the case to be dismissed on its own.  The prescription allows you to possess it.  Whether it impairs your ability to operate a motor vehicle safely, is a separate question. 
COMMON	WAYS	THAT	PEOPLE	UNINTENTIONALLY	INCRIMINATE
THEMSELVES	IN	A	CRIMINAL	CASE	The most common way to incriminate yourself before or after being arrested is by talking to the police. It’s important that people understand that they	have	no	obligation	to	
speak	with	the	police.  If they are contacted by the police, they have no obligation to answer questions or anything. For some reason people feel that if they are honest, even if 
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they admit to violating the law; that the police officer will have pity on them and that honesty will make the officer decide to just let them go with a warning. This rarely happens, and usually results in the Officer obtaining more information to support a conviction. 
PEOPLE	OFTEN	ADMIT	TO	HAVING	DRINKS	WHEN	PULLED	OVER
FOR	A	SUSPECTED	DUI	When someone gets pulled over for a DUI, they admit to how many drinks they have had and when they had them. I have even had some people admit that they feel the effects of alcohol. That’s not a good way to start building a defense. It’s better to simply say nothing, let the officer do his/her job, and limit the amount of evidence you provide against yourself.  After being arrested, officers will advise a person of their Miranda rights, and then they’ll ask if the person still wants to speak to them. More often than not people will say yes, and essentially start admitting everything. The same advice holds true – keep quiet and don’t provide more evidence against your own interests. It’s just that misconception that the officers are there purely to help you. They are there to protect, and enforce our laws.  But that also means that 
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there may be a certain bias when they are investigating certain crimes. 
COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT BEING 

ARRESTED FOR A CRIME IN CALIFORNIA There are many misconceptions. Sometimes, whensomeone calls my office, they start with saying something like, “I don’t know why I am calling, I was obviously guilty because I was arrested...” The problem with that statement is that, being arrested doesn’t mean you’re guilty of anything; it just means you were arrested. There is no way for a person to know, whether or not an officer did his/her job appropriately, and usually, people don’t know whether or not their constitutional or state statutory rights were violated, at any point during the investigation or subsequent arrest.  
A	LOT	OF	PEOPLE	MISTAKENLY	BELIEVE	THAT	IF	THEY’RE	NOT
READ	THEIR	MIRANDA	RIGHTS	THE	CASE	MUST	BE	DISMISSED	One of the other misconceptions deals with the Miranda warnings.  A large number of people ask if the failure of an officer to advise of their Miranda Rights will lead to a dismissal of their case? That’s not true. There is an issue 
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that could be raised there, but it does not require an automatic dismissal.  Over the years, people have asked me how I can “defend those people”, when they find out that I am a criminal defense attorney because they assume certain things. If they were arrested then obviously they would be guilty, right?  No. Officers are human; they make mistakes, they’re susceptible to certain biases that can cloud their judgment.  
JUST	BECAUSE	A	PERSON	HAS	BEEN	ARRESTED	DOES	NOT	MEAN

THAT	THEY’RE	A	CRIMINAL	The biggest misconception is that the person arrested somehow transforms into a bad person. Many of my clients are embarrassed just by the fact that they were arrested. It makes them feel like they now have a criminal label. Because of the arrest, even if it was just a simple mistake in judgment, or a simple misunderstanding.  Everyone makes mistakes.  I have had several clients who have happened to get pulled over after a family dinner out, a celebratory dinner; something of that nature. Being arrested 
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doesn’t make you a criminal. It is just that, it is an arrest. Nothing more!  
THE	ROLE	OF	MIRANDA	RIGHTS	IN	THE	CALIFORNIA	CRIMINAL
PROCESS	Miranda Rights tend to be one of the first things people bring up with Miranda rights. They don’t necessarily apply unless someone is in custody and is going to be questioned.  There are several exceptions, though. So when an officer initially contacts somebody, as long as that person doesn’t feel like they are being arrested, or are not free to leave, then they are not then technically being detained.  Thus, they are not in custody. So anything that’s said can be used against that person by the officer, regardless of whether that happens on the side of the road or at someone’s house. It doesn’t really make a difference where it’s at. As long as that person is free to leave; Miranda rights don’t apply. 
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A	VIOLATION	OF	MIRANDA	RIGHTS	WILL	NOT	NECESSARILY
DISMISS	THE	CASE	ON	ITS	OWN	When people come in and start asking for a dismissal because their rights weren’t read to them; unfortunately, my response is usually, “That may become an issue, but for now it’s not.” A violation of Miranda rights will not necessarily dismiss the case on its own. It may cause some statements to be suppressed so that DA can’t use them against the individual. But that’s not going to make or break the case, necessarily. 

COMMON CLIENT REACTIONS TO BEING 

ARRESTED AND PROSECUTED FOR A CRIME The “Scared Straight” programs are basically designed tobring people in, usually teens, to scare them into behaving. They show them what jail is like and what the legal process is like. That’s how most people’s reactions are; they’re embarrassed because they were arrested. They don’t know how to react. They’re afraid to go to court on their own, face the judge.  Scared to have their family or friends find out. 
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Many of my DUI clients choose to start attending AA meetings voluntarily, out of fear they may develop a substance abuse problem, or to show the Judge or District Attorney that they consider the arrest a serious matter and are being proactive about it. Many also choose to just avoid alcohol altogether after being arrested. 
IT	IS	IMPORTANT	FOR	AN	ATTORNEY	TO	FACILITATE	COUNSELING
OR	REHABILITATION	NEEDED	BY	A	CLIENT	One of my undergraduate degrees was in psychology and over the years I learned to identify situations where there might be an alcohol dependency issue. When it’s clear, I bring it up with that client because I believe in a holistic approach.  I don’t want to see that person back in my office again for the same reason.  I help my Clients address any underlying issues, help them survive the Court process, and then help them move on rather than end up in the same situation or worse down the road.  
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PUBLIC	KNOWLEDGE	OF	AN	ARREST	FOR	CRIMINAL	CHARGES	IN
CALIFORNIA	Even though the process itself is public, most people that go to court are either family of other people who have cases pending against them or its other people who have pending cases against them. The court won’t disclose information to an employer on its own; it won’t disclose information to friends or family.  My office does not disclose anything to anyone, except for the court and the district attorney, and only we have to disclose by law, or to assist in your defense. Because we do have that attorney-client confidentiality privilege, we have no obligations to disclose it to anybody with very limited exceptions. 
THE	ONLY	WAY	AN	EMPLOYER	WILL	FIND	OUT	ABOUT	A	PERSON’S
ARREST	IS	IF	THE	EMPLOYEE	INFORMS	THEM	The only way an employer or a family member finds out, is if the client tells them directly. Doing so can sometimes be in the Client’s best interest. For instance, if it’s an employer and there is a handbook policy that says the employee must disclose any kind of arrests or any kind of vehicle code 
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violations, the employee may not want to risk their employment by withhold that information.. There are some situations where the individual should speak with their attorney about whether to disclose something like that. Generally speaking, nobody is going to find out, unless you tell them. 
PLEADING GUILTY AND EXPECTING MERCY 

FROM THE COURT IN CALIFORNIA Sometimes people come in and they say, “I don’t even knowif I should fight it, I am guilty and that’s fine”. If somebody feels like they shouldn’t fight it then, they should throw themselves on the mercy of the court; they have every right to do so. But the problem is, it’s not their job to prove that they were innocent; it’s the district attorneys job to prove that they are guilty. Sometimes that may depend on having enough credible evidence against that individual, sometimes the officers make mistakes. Sometimes those mistakes mean that there is a technical deficiency in the evidence, and it’s not 
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sufficient to support a conviction beyond a reasonable doubt.  
EVEN	IF	A	PERSON	FEELS	THAT	THEY’RE	GUILTY,	THEY	SHOULD
STILL	CONSULT	AN	ATTORNEY	PRIOR	TO	PLEADING	GUILTY	If you are going to admit guilt; why not make sure that they actually have evidence against you? Sometimes you can get a dismissal; sometimes you can get a reduction, sometimes the person, doesn’t really have a choice because their job depends on avoiding a conviction.  If there’s a DUI for example, its 2 points on a driver’s license record. If someone has a job where they have to drive and their company policy states they can’t get any points, then it’s probably are charge they are going to have to fight.  So even if they are guilty, they should at least consult an attorney. Even if they think they’re guilty, that way they can make sure they are looking at it from every angle and make the best decision possible for themselves. 
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THE	IMPACT	OF	HAVING	A	GOOD	CHARACTER	IN	A	CRIMINAL	CASE
IN	CALIFORNIA	Sometimes these facts do play a role in the outcome of a case, especially when the district attorney is on the fence on a certain course of action. Generally speaking it won’t be the basis for a dismissal or a reduced charge, but if there are some issues with the evidence that may cause the DA to reduce a charge but they are not quite sure about it; having something like that, having family recommendations, character references from friends, family, employers, having no prior record, being involved on some volunteer activities. Things like that will nudge the DA into a reduction and sometimes even a dismissal. Technically, though, character references have no role in the Criminal Justice System. 
AN	INDIVIDUAL	IS	NOT	OBLIGATED	TO	MEET	WITH	POLICE	IF
THEY	CALL	ON	HIM	WITHOUT	A	WARRANT	You’re under no obligation to actually meet with police or detectives if they call you. If you choose to do so; you have the right to have an attorney present with you. But if you choose to do so and you choose to have an attorney present 
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with you, make sure you discuss the entire situation with the attorney beforehand.   If a detective calls and says that they are investigating a case, and want you to come down to the police station to discuss the case, you’re under no obligation to speak with them. I don’t see why somebody would go because the most likely outcome is that you will, some way, incriminate yourself. 
HONESTLY DISCLOSING ALL ASPECTS OF THE 

CASE WITH A CRIMINAL DEFENSE ATTORNEY The most important thing about meeting with an attorney isbeing completely honest. I do my best to get as much information out as possible, but ultimately if you leave a prior conviction out, it will have an adverse impact. We do have an attorney client confidentiality privilege. So you should feel comfortable in telling me everything about the case because I need to know what’s out there that can hurt you, and what’s out there that can’t.  
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I don’t like to be surprised with extra information and usually what most people tend to forget is an old conviction that maybe happened 5, 15 or 20 years ago. 
THE	PROCESS	OF	BAIL	FOR	CRIMINAL	OFFENDERS 	When talking about Bail, you have realize that there is a statutory fee schedule in California that essentially says how much will be required as your bail depending on what charges you were arrested for. You can always ask to see a judge to ask them to reduce the bail amount or ask to be released on your “own recognizance”, which is basically means nothing more than a promise to appear instead of posting bail.  How does bail work? If you post bail yourself, then you’re basically depositing that money with the court. If the bail amount is say $5,000, you would need to deposit $5,000 with the court and you’re telling the court that if you fail to appear at any hearing, the court can keep this money. But if you appear at all hearings; once the case is over, you get the money back! 
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AN	INDIVIDUAL	CAN	EITHER	PAY	THE	BAIL	IN	CASH	OR	USE	THE
SERVICES	OF	A	BAIL	COMPANY	You can choose to pay it yourself; if you do, most places will require that it’s paid in cash. You can also choose to use the services of a bail company. Their rates will depend on the company and sometimes they require that you contribute 10% of that total bail amount, as a premium for the company posting the entire bail. So, in this case, if the bail is set at $5,000, and the bail company is requiring 10%, then they will put up the full $5,000 and charge you $500 as the premium you pay them.  The difference when you use a bail company is that, at the end of the case, assuming you made all your appearances, the bail company gets all their money back.  They put up the $5,000, they collect the $500 from you as their fee for putting up that money. They may also require some sort of collateral, but they get all their money back and you don’t get anything back.  You’re still on the hook for the $500.  Unless you absolutely need to be released from custody immediately, you are better off not wasting that money and waiting to see the judge to see if you can be released on your “own recognizance.” 
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RETAINING A PRIVATE ATTORNEY  
AS OPPOSED TO SELF-REPRESENTATION OR 

A PUBLIC DEFENDER When somebody is representing themselves; obviouslythere is going to be an issue with their knowledge of the law and how long it’s going to take to research something. If I come across an issue in someone’s Criminal or DUI case, I am going to know that area of the law extremely well.  An individual who is being arrested for the first time may spend hours upon hours upon hours researching that topic. That’s the main difference between somebody representing themselves and hiring a private attorney. The lack of knowledge, the lack of familiarity with the process, procedures and things like that, will ultimately end up hurting them. 
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A	PERSON	REPRESENTING	THEMSELVES	IN	A	CRIMINAL	CASE	MAY

MAKE	INCRIMINATING	STATEMENTS	IN	FRONT	OF	THE	DISTRICT
ATTORNEY	The DA is trying to prosecute you!!! If you decide to represent yourself, and discuss details or make any admissions to the DA that can be used against you.  There is no attorney-client confidentiality between you and the district attorney. As far as getting a public defender verses as hiring a private attorney. There are many options considering hiring a private attorney, so that’s why it is important, that if you are going to hire one, you need to make sure it’s the right attorney.  One of the primary benefits of hiring a private attorney over having a public defender is case load. Public defenders, that I know of, routinely have anywhere from 15 to 20 cases per day in court. As a result of that, they are rarely available to speak outside of the courtroom. Usually they only have a few minutes to speak with the defendant before the hearing, on the date of the hearing. 
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PUBLIC	DEFENDERS	HAVE	A	VERY	HEAVY	CASELOAD	AND	CANNOT
PROVIDE	FOCUSED	ATTENTION	TO	ALL	OF	THEIR	CLIENTS	A lot of the complaints that I hear are, “My public defenders didn’t return my phone calls” or something like that. Private attorneys usually limit the number of cases they handle at any specific time. For example, my office limits cases to anywhere from 30 to 40 active cases depending on a number of factors. Things like the type of case, where the matter is heard, which court room, where in the court process that case is, if it’s getting ready to go to trial, if it’s still early on in negotiations. What that typically translates to in my office is that I’m in court maybe 2 or 3 days a week.  When I am, I usually have 2-3 matters on calendar. As a private attorney, I can focusmuch more time on investigating the case, to research thelegal issues, and the overall effectiveness of my strategy andadvocacy, and adjust accordingly.
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PRIVATE	ATTORNEYS	ARE	ABLE	TO	PROVIDE	FOCUSED	ATTENTION
TO	EACH	CLIENT	INDIVIDUALLY	This freedom of time also allows us to speak with clients more about their case, outside of the courtroom, without being in a rush. During those conversations, most of the time, when I meet a client to discuss their case, it’s usually anywhere from an hour to 2 hours because we do go over everything.  I discuss every part of the case with them and review any evidence I have against them.  Anytime I get new evidence, I discuss that with them. We discuss the pros and cons of different pieces of evidence. Ultimately, if you’re going to hire a private attorney, you want to make sure you are getting that focused attention your case deserves. 
THE	BIGGEST	DIFFERENCE	BETWEEN	A	PRIVATE	ATTORNEY	AND	A
PUBLIC	DEFENDER	IS	THE	ONE-ON-ONE	ATTENTION	PROVIDED	BY
PRIVATE	ATTORNEYS	You don’t want to be just another number. To make things efficient on our end, I also provide clients with access to their digital file which includes pretty much everything that we have on their case. I provide 24/7 online access, so if 
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they wake up at 2 am because they can’t sleep and they are just thinking about their case, wondering what’s happening, they can log on, check out some notes for that court appearance, and check out police reports and any other evidence, any videos, any audio recordings, from the comfort of their home. They don’t have to wait until 8 or 9 o’clock to call in and figure out what’s happening.  I try to pay attention what my clients’ needs are. That’s the biggest difference between hiring my firm versus using the assistance of the public defender - that one on one attention. 
THE TIMEFRAME OF RESOLUTION FOR CRIMINAL 

CASES IN CALIFORNIA There is no minimum or maximum, it generally depends onhow quickly we can get through our investigation and how quickly we can use that, in turn, to negotiate a result that works for the client. We have had cases that finish up in a month or two.  We have also had cases that take a year and a half to complete.  
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It ultimately depends on what evidence is available and how long it takes to get desired results. Sometimes we can do it during negotiations, sometimes we have to file certain motions and sometimes we actually have set the matter for trial. But there is no magic number for how long a case will take.   
What	I	can	say,	however,	is	that	99%	of	the	time	YOU	

SHOULD	NOT	BE	PLEADING	GUILTY	AT	ARRAIGNMENT	

if	you	have	hired	a	private	attorney!!! 
ALTERNATIVE	PUNISHMENTS	TO	JAIL	FOR	FIRST	TIME	CRIMINAL
OFFENDERS	IN	CALIFORNIA	There are a couple of options. First, there’s house arrest.  This option essentially allows you to do a type of community service (usually set up through the Sheriff’s Department), on your days off from your regular job.  Second, I the home detention option, which generally speaking, most agencies will let you go out to work, go out to satisfy any probation meetings that need to be done like you have to do with a DUI.  
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A STEP BY STEP BREAKDOWN OF THE 

CRIMINAL PROCESS FOLLOWING AN ARREST This process depends on what kind of case you have. If youhave a misdemeanor, as in most scenarios, you would not be required to appear in court. Your attorney can appear for you. If you have a felony, you will be required to appear for every single hearing.  For the process itself, you’re going to have an initial hearing in court which is called an ‘Arraignment.”  Essentially, in most counties nothing significant happens at the arraignment. You’re told what your charges are, and asked how you would like to plea.  If you plead guilty, that is the end of your case and nothing else can be done to fight the charge or punishment. Negotiations with the DA usually don’t actually start until after that hearing. Investigation sometimes won’t start until after that point as well. After the arraignment, you’ll have a few hearings which are generally known as pretrial hearings. Some counties have different names for these hearings, though. 
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THE	PRETRIAL	STAGE	CAN	LAST	FROM	3	TO	5	HEARINGS	OR
MORE,	DEPENDING	UPON	THE	NEGOTIATIONS	WITH	THE	DA	Heading into the “Pre-Trial” stage doesn’t necessarily mean that your case is going to trial. It’s just a name given to that middle stage of the case. The stage itself can be anywhere from 3 to 5 hearings or more, depending on how long it takes to negotiate with the DA, finish up the investigation, or run any pre-trial motions (like a motion to suppress evidence or a motion to dismiss the case). There are a variety of factors that will play into how long this stage takes.  Once you get to the end of that, you’re basically at the point where you either accept a plea agreement, the case was dismissed or you have to set the case for trial. 
THE	LENGTH	OF	A	CRIMINAL	TRIAL	DEPENDS	UPON	THE	FACTS
ASSOCIATED	WITH	THE	CASE	When you‘ve exhausted negotiations, you’ve completed your investigation and now you see what you have against you, what evidence is in your favor and what’s not. Then, if you choose to go to Trial, then you go to trial. The length of a trial is going to depend on the type of case. Some of them 
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may take a couple of hours; some of them may take a couple of months. 
THE	PROCESS	OF	EXPUNGEMENT	FOR	CRIMINAL	OFFENSES	IN	THE
STATE	OF	CALIFORNIA	There are a couple of options depending on what happens. If you are arrested, and no conviction ever happened, meaning the DA didn’t file any charges, then you can file a petition to seal and destroy the record of arrest pursuant to Penal Code section 851.8. There is a time limit to this remedy, though, and certain procedures must be followed.  The other option, if you are convicted of either a misdemeanor or a felony is what’s commonly referred to as an “expungement”, but California doesn’t have a true expungement statute.  
ANY	CASES	OR	CONVICTIONS	DISMISSED	AS	A	RESULT	OF	FILING
FOR	“EXPUNGEMENT”	NEVER	TRULY	COME	OFF	YOUR	RECORD	Any convictions that are dismissed as a result of filing for the expungement pursuant to Penal Code section 1203.4 never truly come off of your record. Instead, a note is added 
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to your background check that essentially says the case was dismissed pursuant to Penal Code section 1203.4.  While that does have the effect of allowing you to state you do not have that conviction on the employment application, it does remain on there and an employer may still see the dismissal.  An employer cannot use that conviction/dismissal against you. That said, you must still disclose convictions that have been “expunged” in certain circumstances.  You should speak with your attorney about this if you would like more information on this topic. For felony cases, it’s sometimes a good idea to have them reduce the misdemeanors first, if they are eligible offenses, before you actually file for the dismissal, pursuant to a “17(b) motion)”. 
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THE LOOK BACK PERIOD FOR CRIMINAL 

OFFENSES IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA Some charges do have a “look-back period” where penaltiescan be enhanced due to having multiple offenses.   For example, driving with a suspended license has a look-back period of 5 years. If you got a suspended license charge six years ago and then you are cited for one today, todays would be considered the first offense. DUI’s are like that also.  Currently, the DUI look -back period is 10 years.  
THE	STEPS	PEOPLE	TAKE	TO	GET	BACK	ON	THEIR	FEET	AFTER
BEING	INVOLVED	IN	A	CRIMINAL	CASE	Usually most people just want to try to get through probation as quickly as possible.  They want to forget about the offense, forget about the entire ordeal and just move on. Most of the time, if you can get through probation without any issues, that’s going to be a lot easier to request to have a case dismissed pursuant to Penal Code section 1203.4. Most people who are convicted, tend to just buckle down and 
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complete their terms of probation - whether it is an alcohol program, AA meetings, anger management, house arrest, work release, or anything else - they just do it and move on. 
THE	DIFFICULT	ASPECTS	OF	HANDLING	A	CRIMINAL	CASE	IN
CALIFORNIA	The most difficult part of handling a criminal case is the investigation, because the investigation is what can make or break an entire case.  One of my colleagues once gave me a quote I’ll always remember. They said,  

“There are always three sides to every story.  

There’s your side, there’s their side, and then there’s 

the truth.” A lot of people come in and they want me to tell them exactly what’s going to happen, exactly what I am going to do, and sometimes they even ask for a guarantee, which I can’t provide. I can’t tell them exactly what I can do, because all I have at that point, is their side of the story. That’s not to say that they are not being truthful, but obviously, the officer is going to have something else to say. The most difficult is getting to what the truth is, what the evidence can show, what it can’t show, and then creating a defense based on that information. 
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THE QUALITIES TO LOOK FOR WHEN 

RETAINING AN ATTORNEY TO DEFEND A 

CRIMINAL CASE When looking to hire someone, the most important thingthat you can do is talk to that person. If you’re doing your research online and you find someone you want to hire, talk to them, get a feel on how they interact with you, and don’t discount your gut feeling. That’s extremely important, especially with criminal cases, because many times your livelihood, your job, your life, and your legacy may depend on it. You want to have someone who you can trust.  
IT	IS	IMPORTANT	TO	CHECK	WHETHER	THE	ATTORNEY	IS
AFFILIATED	WITH	ANY	MAJOR	ORGANIZATIONS	You should look at what organizations the attorney belongs to, organizations that are dedicated to furthering the plight of criminal defense lawyers, and the dedication to defending people that are accused to different crimes.  Are they members of  things like the National College for DUI Defense or the California DUI Lawyers Associations - if you are 
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looking for a DUI attorney.  If you are looking for criminal attorney for another kind of criminal case, are they also members of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers or the California Attorneys for Criminal Justice, the California Public Defenders Association or other associations like, the National Trial Lawyers Association. Has the attorney been published? What kind of expertise they have, not only in the area of law, criminal defense but in handling your type of case, specifically??   
IT	IS	ALSO	IMPORTANT	TO	KNOW	HOW	OTHER	ATTORNEYS	RATE
THE	LAWYER	YOU’VE	RETAINED	How is the attorney seen within the local community – meaning, what do other lawyers and former Clients think of them?  Are they someone that lawyers would go to if they were in trouble? There are several organizations like the National Trial Lawyers Association, who also rank attorney - they have a top 100 list and a top 40 under 40 list for each state for different areas of law. Is the attorney on any lists like that, do they have any additional certifications in the context of DUI?  Are they certified to administer 
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standardized failed sobriety tests (a training that officers go through to learn how to administer and assess the tests).  Things like that tend to show that the attorney knows what to look for and how to question an officer when they are cross examining them, either at the DMV hearing (if DUI), or in court to see where the holes are in the case. 
IT	IS	IMPERATIVE	TO	CHECK	OUT	THE	ATTORNEY’S	REVIEWS	ON
WEBSITES	LIKE	AVVO.COM	Finally you should always check out reviews either on the attorney’s website or on sites like Avvo.co. Do they consistently get good reviews from past clients? Are there any negative reviews? If so, what do they say? Obviously those have nothing to do with your case so you should take it with a grain of salt, but they may suggest some customer service issues that you may not want to deal with. They may indicate continued failure to communicate, or some reason why multiple clients seem to be unhappy or why they seem to be happy with a certain attorney. Some sites, like Avvo.com, also offer a rating system for attorneys.  
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IT	IS	IMPORTANT	TO	STAY	AWAY	FROM	AN	ATTORNEY	THAT
GUARANTEES	A	PARTICULAR	RESULT	This is a HUGE warning sign! First, I always recommend to stay away from someone who promises a certain result. As stated earlier, there are multiple sides to a story, multiple reasons why a case can be dismissed or reduced. It is impossible to comment on any kind of result because of the nature of the criminal court process.  A lot of times a criminal case can also hinge on who the DA is, as well as who the judge is going to be hearing the case. Those are two things that you can’t really determine ahead of time. Cases will turn on the evidence that’s obtained during an investigation. The officer’s investigation, as well the attorney’s investigation are things that you can’t predict. 
IT	IS	ALSO	IMPORTANT	TO	BE	WARY	OF	ATTORNEYS	THAT	ARE
CHEAPER	THAN	AVERAGE	LAWYERS	The second red flag I would suggest is to be wary of a low-cost alternatives. If you think logically, and you speak to several attorneys, if they all fall around the same price range and another is substantially lower; do you really think 
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you’re going to get that low-cost attorney to do the same kind of work? Generally, the low-cost options are usually looking for experience or minimize attorney-client time and have office staff handle all the client interactions. You need to look at the overall value of the investment you are considering making, not simply the price. Attorneys charge based on a variety of factors, and part of that is based on their experience with specific crimes and their case load, among other things. 
IT	IS	UNWISE	TO	ASSUME	THAT	AN	EXPENSIVE	LAWYER	IS	THE
BEST	ONE	AVAILABLE	In the same token, don’t assume the most expensive lawyer is the best.  They may simply have much higher overhead and pass that cost on to you.  In my office, I limit the number of cases that I have active at any given time.  My firm doesn’t succeed based on the quantity of cases I have; my firm’s success has come from providing quality representation.  Along with a number of other factors, pricing may be affected by things like what else is included in that fee.  Are 
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any investigative costs included in the fees? Ultimately, you have to use your judgment on this one.  Don’t assume that the most expensive attorney is also going to be the best one. You have to look at what they intend to do, what you’re going to be paying, and what it covers.  The final warning I can offer is to stay away from the salesman. There are attorneys who may pressure you into signing a contract immediately, or even scare you into doing so. They are probably not the ones that have your best interest in mind. 
IT	IS	IMPORTANT	TO	HAVE	A	REALISTIC	VIEW	TOWARDS	THE	CASE
AND	THE	POTENTIAL	CONSEQUENCES	INVOLVED	Having a realistic mindset about your case will help you have better clarity when deciding who to hire, and whether or not they truly have your best interest in mind or if they are just giving you a hard sell. As far as the pressure goes, would you want to put your life in someone’s hands, who has no problem pressuring you into signing an agreement for them to represent you. Probably not! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This publication is intended to be informational only. No legal advice is being given, and no attorney-client relationship is intended to be created by reading this material. If you are facing legal issues, whether criminal or civil, seek professional legal counsel to get your questions answered. 
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